
Outstanding DPD Requests: BOPC Staff is working to obtain data, reporting, and information from DPD to improve the information the Board has 
to perform oversight and make decisions. The requests below have been driven by questions or concerns raised by Commissioners and the public. 
The statuses of the requests as of 8/24/2023 are as follows: 
  

Request Description Date 
Requested  

Commissioner 
Requesting/ 
Advocating 

Status 

Missing Persons 
Itemized data on missing person cases (without names) so 
BOPC Staff can analyze DPD performance in resolving this 
cases, and perform trending around missing person 
frequency, demographics, and outcomes that may be 
helpful to the Commissioners and public.  

2/9/2023 Moore  DPD is presenting to the Board regarding on August 
31.  

 After the presentation, staff and DPD will discuss 
how to improve the processes and data collection.  

 

DPD Cases and Closures Report 
Monthly itemized data on DPD cases (without names) so 
BOPC Staff can track resolution, analyze for trending and 
DPD performance, and Commissioners can follow up with 
questions on specific cases. 
 
Updated request on 7/27/2023: 
How many homicides remain unresolved/no arrest? 

3/23/2023 
or before 

Pressley 
Holley 
Bernard 

No responses to request for updates on this request 
yet.   

Porter Burks Footage 
Full video and audio footage of Porter Burks to be 
released publicly without FOIA request. 

4/6/2023 
(or before) 

Bernard 
Moore 
Burton 
Holley 

Despite on 5/2 DPD’s anticipation that footage could be 
released in 1-2 weeks, footage is not released yet.  

  



Request Description Date 
Requested 

Commissioner 
Requesting/ 
Advocating 

Status 

Arrests of DPD Members 
Notification to BOPC when a DPD Member is arrested. 
 
Updated request on 8/7/2023: 
Officers have been arrested over the past five(5) years? 
date of arrest, jurisdiction of arrest, arresting agency, DPD 
assignment at the time of arrest, crime accused of, final 
outcome criminally and departmentally, and the number 
of years as a member of the Detroit Police Department.  

March 
then 
4/19/2023 
 

Moore  One notification occurred since this request, 
however follow up requests on the status of that 
member have not been answered yet. As of 8/23, a 
letter response was received, but it did not provide 
the current status of the arrested member (i.e. 
active duty or not). 

 Requests to confirm if notifications are still 
occurring have not been answered yet. 

 OCI was notified by another law enforcement 
agency of another arrest; but the request for DPD 
to provide a formal notification to BOPC for this 
arrest has not been fulfilled yet. 

 Notification was not completed for the arrests on 
July 27th and July 29th.  

Internal Affairs Reporting 
Monthly itemized data on Internal Affairs and Force 
Investigations (without names) so BOPC Staff can track 
resolution, analyze for trending and DPD performance, 
and Commissioners can follow up with questions on 
specific cases. 

4/24/2023 Moore  DPD has not yet agreed to provide this data even 
though this request does not include officer 
identifying information (i.e. name or badge). 

 Last DPD update was on 6/22 indicating DPD would 
meet with the Secretary about this request. 

Citizen Complaints Outcomes 
For each sustained citizen complaint, DPD action taken. 

5/10/2023 Banks On 6/21, DPD indicated the request will be discussed. 

DPD Members Suspended with Pay 
Monthly reporting of DPD Members suspended with pay 
including reason, start and end of suspension, and next 
action after suspension.  

6/8/2023 Holley 
Hernandez 

DPD agreed to provide this reporting on 6/15, but it has 
not been received yet.  

 

 

 

 



Request Description Date 
Requested 

Commissioner 
Requesting/ 
Advocating 

Status 

DPD Historical and Projected Budget 2022 – 2027 (for Annual 
Report) 
 By Budget Category 

o For each category, what are the contributing DPD 
units? 

o Descriptions of each category and examples of the 
types of services DPD provides in those categories 

o “Not yet classified” – if this category still exists, 
please explain why 

 Budgeted vs Actual (for historical) 
 Sworn vs Civilian 

6/13/2023 Annual Report  Mr. Nazarko provided a “CoD Funds Available 
Report” which does not include the requested 
information. 

 No response second request for the data yet.  
 After discussions with the Chief, request was 

updated to include only 2022-2027 data, and BOPC 
staff will check the archives for more historical 
data. 

Disciplinary Data (for Annual Report) 
Aggregates and detailed data supporting the aggregates: 
 Disciplinary Actions Overall (regardless of source, i.e. OCI, 

IA, etc.) 
o Discipline by type by year 2022 (whole numbers 

and percentage) 
o Discipline by source by year 2022 (whole numbers 

and percentage) 
 Use of Force 

o Firearms Discharges by category 2022 
o Fatal & Critical Pursuits by category 2022 

6/14/2023 Annual Report  On 8/2 the Chief’s office provided July 2022 – June 
2023 data 

 After discussions with the Chief on 8/4, request 
was updated to include only 2022 data, and BOPC 
staff will check the archives for more historical 
data. 

 In those same discussions, the Chief agreed to 
provide the data for the first half of 2022, since the 
annual report runs on the calendar year. 

Police Report Accessibility 
Consideration to improve accessibility of police reports 
by citizens by making them available at all precincts, free 
of charge to print, expanded hours, and electronic 
delivery options. 

6/16/2023 Bernard  On 6/16, DPD agreed to review the fee schedule 
but that disseminating reports to precincts may 
pose challenges. 

 On 8/3 DPD provided a letter advising the fees and 
hours of operation/location. 

 On 8/10 Commissioner Bernard requested 
reconsideration of the hours of 
operation/location/report deliver options.  

Nonlethal “Stop the Threat” Devices 
List of all nonlethal devices DPD has available to 
apprehend a suspect short of using lethal force; along 
with their scope of use (all officers, certain units, etc.).  

6/22/2023 Bernard No responses yet to requests for update.   



Request Description Date 
Requested 

Commissioner 
Requesting/ 
Advocating 

Status 

Take Home Vehicles Expenses 
As a follow up to a recently provided DPD Take Home 
Vehicle report, a budget and spend analysis of DPD Take 
Home Vehicles vs DPD vehicles not used in a take home 
capacity.  

6/29/2023 Bernard 
Moore 

DPD responded that they will follow up with General 
Services for this information on 7/5.  

Domestic Violence and Homicide Correlation 
2022 data on homicide and domestic violence cases 
(without names) so BOPC Staff can analyze for DPD 
performance, trending, correlation that may be helpful to 
Commissioners and the public. 

7/3/2023 Moore No response yet to this request. 

Mental Health Related Calls 
Expansion of the current report to add data on the 
outcomes of the calls, more specifics around the 
circumstances, and correlations – i.e. weapons involved, 
force used, suicide prevented, CIT involvement, type of 
facility transported to, etc.   

7/20/2023 Holley No response yet to this request. 

Injured Officers 
Officers have been injured in the line of duty over the 
past five(5) years? date of incident, officer activity while 
injured, precinct/location of occurrence, type of injury, 
how many days was the officer off work and any other 
details to provide a clear description of this subject 
matter.  

8/7/2023 Moore  

Facial Recognition Case File 
Copy of the investigative case file that includes the details 
leading up to and including the arrest of Ms. Woodruff.  

8/8/2023 Bernard  

Facial Recognition 
Enhance the current Facial Recognition reporting to include an 
itemized report with specified data elements for each Facial 
Recognition search.  

8/10/2023 Bernard During the 8/10/2023 meeting, Chief White agreed to 
this reporting.  

Internal Affairs Investigative Report 
Provide the Board with a copy of the investigative report and 
supporting documentation on the investigation IA conducted 
regarding BOPC staffing concerns.   

8/11/2023 Pressley  


